From Input to Impact?

How Seriously Do Governmental Negotiators Take the Multistakeholder Approach

PrepCom3 was supposed to be an innovation. WSIS President Adam Samassekou promised on the first day of PrepCom3 that the multistakeholder approach would be moved forward “from input to Impact”, as he put it. The proposed procedure recommended by the WSIS Governmental Bureau was to invite observers to make concrete suggestions and propose specific languages for the paragraphs of the draft declaration. Civil society was given 5 minutes for each section of the draft declaration.

Civil Society welcomed this procedure as a step forward. The caucuses and working groups of the civil society worked very hard to meet the high standards and expectations in the very short time frame. They demonstrated that they were able under these difficult circumstances of time restrictions to make serious contributions in a responsible way. During the two days, the Paris draft of the Declaration of Principles was discussed, and about 20 speakers proposed 86 concrete recommendations to the Chair with very concrete language on behalf of the working groups and content caucuses of civil society.

Everybody knows that drafting is a complex process and it needs a willingness to give and take. Good arguments are beaten by better arguments. Nobody would have expected that governments would take all the civil society recommendations on board. But Civil Society expected that governments would listen carefully to their statements, and that key issues, ideas and values which had been tabled by the speakers of civil society would be taken seriously   and core language would be reflected in the new draft declaration.

Unfortunately this was not the case. When the new draft was put on the Internet on Friday, a first reading gave the impression that substantial points made by civil society have disappeared from the new text. Yesterday a team of researchers from the Global Contract Foundation, YOIS, members of the Civil Society Family of  Philantropic Institutions and Foundations, produced a comparative analysis of the Paris Draft Declaration, the Input Statement by Civil Society during PrepCom3 and the new draft from last Friday.  

The result is rather frustrating. While civil society proposed to put  people at the center of the Global Information Society, the Draft Declaration of Principles lacks both vision and people-centered principles. It is still a more like bureaucratic document with more emphasis on technology and economics than on individuals and communities. 

From the 86 recommendations made by civil society, 49, i.e. more than 60 per cent, have been totally ignored. Only twelve recommendations can be found in similar form in the new language, while the rest have disappeared in more general formulations, the majority of which are still in brackets. 

Key concepts which totally or partly disappeared, include ideas like
	The role of local and regional communities in developing their own productive forces 
	The importance of local content,
	Internationally recognized core labour standards

Universal access to education for young people
Inclusion of civil society in the development of national e-strategies
Free and open source software
Public access points to the Internet
Unhampered and unfiltered access to publicly available resources without manipulation and control
Freedom of information as a mean to reduce corruption
	Use of the multistakeholder approach, transparency and openness  in multilateral ICT negotiations such as those on TRIPS, GATS, those at WIPO and others
Monitoring and study of the social impacts of ICTs
Role of SMEs and local research, development and production in the information economy
Job security of infoworkers and negative effects of youth unemployment in this field
Privacy as a basic human right
Restrictions for surveillance and abuse of monitoring of individual communication and personal information both by governmental and private industry
Balance between the rights of authors and the rights of publishers 
Special treatment of developing and transitional economies in ICT negotiations
Participation of civil society in the elaboration of regulatory and political frameworks for all public policy related aspects of Internet developments
Special needs for developing countries and non-commercial groups in frequency allocation
Bottom-up policy development processes in Internet governance
Role of individual Internet users in Internet governance
Transfer of the control of the root server to the Internet community
	Governments should seek consensus with the local Internet communities in exercising national sovereignty over ccTLDs
Security should not be allowed to compromise freedom of expression and privacy
Special and crucial role of public broadcasting

Civil society has hoped that the announcement at the beginning of PrepCom3 that we were moving “from Input to Impact”, is more than lip-service by governments. The high degree of governmental ignorance threatens to undermine the credibility of the process and jeopardizes the perspective of a final summit result which is supposed get the endorsement of all stakeholders. Only if all stakeholders work together in a fair, open and transparent way, will we be able to mobilize the resources and knowledge which are needed to move from the Declaration to action in the implementation phase. 

